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Guilliam Forchondt and the role of the Greater Netherlands in the dissemination of Flemish art in Latin America

Sandra van Ginhoven
The dissemination of Flemish art in Latin America
Paintings and prints from the Southern Netherlands or made after Netherlandish prototypes were widely disseminated in the Americas during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
1 The widespread circulation of this imagery is a complex phenomenon rooted in the centuries-long popularity and impact of Netherlandish art in Spain, and of Netherlandish painters who enjoyed great esteem among Spanish patrons.
2 In gauging these artistic linkages between the Southern Netherlands and the Americas, art historical studies traditionally focus on the lives and works of the painters we know travelled from the Spanish Netherlands and settled in the New World, and on the influence canonical Flemish artists such as Marten de Vos (1535-1602) and Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) had on local painters in the Americas through the dissemination of their compositions through prints.
3 A main research strategy in the art historical literature is the identification of prints local artists in the Americas used as prototypes or for inspiration, as a way to trace how artists in Viceregal Latin America adopted and transformed European models.
4
Less research has been directed to the role paintings themselves may have played in the dissemination of pictorial models, especially those produced in the Southern Netherlands on a large scale for market consumption. Scholars who identify the influence of Rubens' works point to the 'Rubensiana' that permeated the artistic environment of the Iberian Peninsula and Spanish America. In fact, it is widely asserted in the literature that even though very few originals by Rubens' hand reached Spanish America, replicas after his works painted on copper flooded the market especially during the second half of the seventeenth century.
5 However, we have no estimates of this influx, no comprehensive view on the types of paintings exported, and only some details about the transatlantic art trade from extant paintings in Latin America. In addition, we still know too little about the role that merchants and art dealers from the Southern Netherlands played. This makes it difficult to assess the impact of paintings produced for exports in the Southern Netherlands as a whole on the Latin American artistic landscape. 8 These studies concentrate on Forchondt's activities as art dealer and painter based on piecemeal evidence from partial archival transcriptions and from a handful of his surviving paintings. No study to date has looked in a systematic way at his workshop operation, the paintings he traded, and his commercial activities geared towards Spain and the New World.
9 I approach the Forchondt case differently and look at his activities and the paintings he traded in the aggregate.
A systematic study of Forchondt's voluminous surviving written documentation kept in the City Archives in Antwerp offers the opportunity to quantify and map his activities across Europe and the Americas. I focus on his surviving cashbooks, invoices and shipping documents for the period between 1643 and 1678.
10 I also incorporate complementary archival sources I consulted in Spain, Mexico and Peru, and Forchondt's extant visual production now in Europe and Latin America. As a result of taking into account the many painters that Forchondt subcontracted, the types of paintings he sold, where he shipped those paintings, and who were the ultimate buyers, I am able to outline his network for artistic transmission and exchanges. These pain- ters and buyers are for the most part unfamiliar to us, but in fact constituted the force behind much of the artistic production in Antwerp that we now find spread throughout Europe and the Americas. In addition, mapping Forchondt's relationships with his agents and business collaborators, and the information that travelled through them, makes it possible to identify developments in both the Southern Netherlands and the end markets that sustained this trade in imagery across several decades. Among my goals is to connect business practices in Antwerp and details of shipments to surviving seventeenth-century paintings from the Southern Netherlands that I have located in Peru and Mexico.
In the following pages I focus on the fact that as art dealer Forchondt participated and contributed to what we could call the legacy of Flemish art in Latin America through the large-scale production of paintings he oversaw in Antwerp and Mechelen and shipped to Spanish territories. I propose that information and distribution networks that covered long distances efficiently made this integrated undertaking possible. Having access to information about the types of paintings that appealed to buyers in Spain and the New World assured this dealer's success. Furthermore, the Forchondt case shows that the Dutch Republic played a fundamental role in his art-trading venture to the Iberian Peninsula and the New World, particularly through shipping and finance.
The art dealer Guilliam Forchondt (1608-1678)
From each transaction registered in Forchondt's books and invoices for the period 1643-1678, I collected and tabulated in a relational database the number, price, description of goods sold and purchased, as well as the names, when recorded, of Forchondt's suppliers and clients often with their location, and the financial intermediaries and shipping agents involved.
11 As result, I have been able to measure the size of the enterprise in terms of total outlays and revenues, and the types of products sold broken down by destination and client name when possible. Table 1 summarizes Forchondt's painting sales information, and shows that he oversaw a production and distribution of artworks on a large-scale. In thirty-five years of activity, he sold 12,852 paintings. His activity in Antwerp and neighbouring cities in the Southern Netherlands represents 5 per cent of 11 In the database, I organized all transactions into revenues or expenses (by subtypes such as purchase of materials, goods sold, shipping costs, etc.), and classified the goods transacted into eight categories: imagery (paintings, sculptures, sketches, illuminations, prints and maps); furniture (cabinets, writing desks, tables, foot parts, coffers, hanging mirrors, vanity mirrors, and frames); workshop items (pigments, painting supports, tortoise shell, wood, glass, foil, metal, parts and decorative items for furniture); other furnishings (tapestries, leather panels, tablecloths and rugs); other household goods (book covers and sewing cushions); textiles (linen, lace, ribbons, yarn); jewellery (set and loose precious stones); and foodstuffs (a variety of products such as sugar, tobacco, cacao, vanilla, tea and wine). Workshop items correspond to input materials, while imagery, furniture, textiles, other furnishings and household items, jewellery and foodstuffs indicate to finished products. his overall sales. Sales to unknown destinations that could be local sales or exports total 20 per cent, while 20 per cent were sales to unspecified cities albeit outside the Southern Netherlands. Consequently, at least 75 per cent of the paintings he sold in this period were international sales, a fact that demonstrates his was an export-oriented business.
12
A painter himself who also dealt in paintings on a large scale, Forchondt was a vertically integrated art dealer because he controlled several consecutive steps in the production and distribution of paintings. He received requests for paintings from a variety of buyers and contacts abroad, and that made him involved in the design and production stages locally. These orders against future sales guaranteed a continuous painting production in the Southern Netherlands that he then distributed and sold mostly in foreign markets through his network of buyers and agents abroad.
13 Vertical integration is generally viewed as a strategy to increase market power and reach because it increases control over suppliers or distributors, and reduces the associated transaction costs by integrating activities within the firm and using existing resources. This strategy also lowers the risks associated with supply or distribution channels that fall outside the firm by placing them under the firm's management. In adopting this strategy, Forchondt was able to reach foreign markets efficiently, and transform Flemish painting production into a going concern. The distinctive characteristics and configurations across Forchondt's sales destinations show that markets differed. Forchondt operated in both the primary and secondary market segments, and his shipments depended on who his buyers were and on their preferences for paintings. This, in turn, manifested in his relationships with the many painters in Antwerp and Mechelen he subcontracted -I have identified 65 known painters and 8 who remain unknown -some of whom I mention below. fig. 1 ), but in the account books many of the descriptions of these paintings included the artist names or attributions, which were seldom indicated in his sales invoices to other locations. In fact, Forchondt annotated the artist's name or the painting's attribution for 808 (or 41 per cent) of the paintings he shipped to Central Europe. This may have been a way for his sons to manage those large shipments of paintings with ease; however, this strategy also suggests names and 'attributability' as key information for pricing and marketing paintings among the aristocracy in Vienna, and for attracting potential buyers. including Italian masters. 16 In accordance with the practice among seventeenth century artists, appraisers and dealers who deliberately used family or workshop names and caused confusion about authorship because they recognized the value of the workshop's 16 In the bracket between 50 and under 100 guilders are Cornelis van Cleve, Lucas van Leyden, Anthonis Mor and Pieter Snayers. As mentioned, the majority of works were valued at less than 50 guilders, many of them copies after known works or artists (for example a painting of 'a Greek priest and pagans' after Anthony Van Dyck by Jan Boeckhorst valued at 48 guilders) and the cheapest paintings were unknown copies or generic themes such as market scenes and 'pleasantries'; saa, Insolvente Boedelkamer, ib1045, fol. 10v[2º] (loose insert). brand name, he sent several paintings by 'Breughel', 'Francken' and the aforementioned seascapes by 'van de Velde'.
17
The Southern Netherlands attracted 5 per cent of Forchondt's total sales, and paintings on copper plates and on linen predominated. Among his clients in Antwerp were a combination of private collectors and merchants such as Hendrick Hillewerven and Louis de Faria, who bought paintings in significant quantities.
18 As anticipated, buyers in Brussels were associated with the court circle or held official posts, but they were more interested in the luxurious and expensive cabinets Forchondt also produced in his workshop.
19 In contrast, Ghent was part of the trade route to the north of France and Spain. Therefore, this city mostly functioned as an intermediate point for re-exports. For instance, the Antwerp merchant Jacobus de Bruyn bought paintings in large quantities, and sent them to Lille through his wife who supervised operations in Ghent.
20
To Paris, Forchondt shipped paintings mostly to dealers, such as Peter Forêt who ran a shop in the Pont Neuf. Most of these paintings were secular series on copper plates, such as the elements and the senses that reproduced the style of Jan Brueghel ii (1601-1678), whose works were highly coveted. Forchondt's business associates in Paris also requested he sent hunting scenes and decorative still lifes. Religious themes were the exception in these shipments, which is another striking difference between the Parisian market and the observed preferences in Lille (where De Bruyn sent Old Testament stories) or other parts of Europe.
21
Contrary to sales in France, paintings sold in the Dutch Republic show a high participation of watercolour paintings on unprepared linen produced in Mechelen, also called waterverf paintings (50 per cent of the total sales). These paintings were cheaper 17 K. Jonckheere, 'Supply and demand. Some notes on the economy of seventeenth century connoisseurship', in: Tummers and Jonckheere, Art market and connoisseurship, p. 69-96. 18 saa, Insolvente Boedelkamer, ib1043, fol. 51v-52r, 47v-48r, 62v-63r, 91v-92r, 131v-132r, 141v-142r; ib1044, fol. 46v; ib1047, fol. 59v. 
Forchondt as cultural mediator between the Southern Netherlands and the Americas
Forchondt's success in the secondary market relied on a dense information network, adequate financial resources, and a web of clients able and willing to buy the artworks he exported.
25 His clients and agents in Spanish territories communicated in writing their 
27
Buyers sometimes specified precise dimensions for the paintings, and very often the maximum prices they would be willing and able to pay. The challenge for Forchondt was to take into account all the information communicated to him about buyers' preferences, and produce, subcontract and acquire works that he could expect to sell within a reasonable timeframe and at a profit. With intimate knowledge about his clients' preferences, Forchondt's meditating role rested on accessing, identifying, translating and promoting this information both in the production and retail sides. Forchondt's behaviour as dealer in paintings demonstrates he dealt in and with information about buyers' preferred features and elements in the paintings they acquired.
28
The most-demanded types of paintings Forchondt sent to his clients and agents in the Iberian Peninsula and American markets emerge when looking at the frequency of descriptors used in his cashbooks and shipping documents. Figure 3 shows the main descriptors grouped by type, and the size of the circles represents the frequency of use (also shown in brackets) ( fig. 3) . 29 Religious scenes or characters, populated landscapes (my own designation to group 'pleasantries' and also devotional scenes in landscapes), battle scenes, and fruit and flower pieces emerge as the most popular themes. While subject matter depicted on canvas support varied, painters used copper plates for allegorical series such as the elements and senses, but mainly for religious themes, particularly series of the Passion of Christ, the life of the Virgin, and stories from the Old Testament. Paintings on copper had a material advantage over paintings on canvas or on linen. They could bear overseas travel to Spain and the long transatlantic journey to the Americas much better than paintings on canvas did. For example, dampness and humidity could rot the canvas support and ruin the painted surface, but these damages were not as fatal for paintings on copper support. 30 Copper paintings 28 I develop this argument further in my dissertation, and propose that the mediation role of dealers as Forchondt was substantiated in an information asymmetry manifested in a demand for artworks that were otherwise not available locally. 29 These categories are not mutually exclusive. For example, some landscapes had a religious theme, and decorative motifs often appeared in more than one type of subject matter. 30 Lori Kata has described the problems arising from damages to artworks during long sea voyages, in particular water damages to a shipment of paintings on canvas that the Spanish painter were neatly packed on cases one against the other, usually with a wooden structure nailed to their backside around the edges to prevent them from bending. However, they were on average the most expensive paintings sold at an average 32 guilders each and usually came in series. For instance, Forchondt received a total of 480 guilders for a group of fourteen paintings of Christ, the Apostles and the Virgin Mary. This sum represented a considerable investment, that agents could expect to sell in the Americas at double or triple their value in Spain outside packing, shipping and insurance costs, or commission fees.
31
Forchondt produced and commissioned variations of themes as well as exact copies that he shipped to different locations in the Americas, where we still find them today. Mapping the geographical distribution of these works reveals the scope of the Forchondt operation directly by him and through his network of agents. Figure 4 shows a painting on copper of the Crucifixion signed by Guillielmo Forchondt (presumably the son), which is part of a group of twelve paintings (eleven survive) of the Passion of Christ that hang in what used to be a Jesuit church in the village of Juli, close to the Lake Titicaca in the Peruvian Andes (fig. 4) . I have located exact replicas of these paintings throughout Spain and in other parts in Latin America. For example, a reproduction of the Juli Crucifixion (also signed) exists today in La Rioja, Spain, and I found an anonymous version of roughly the same size in Guadalajara, a city close to the Pacific coast in Mexico, though more research is necessary to identify how they got there ( fig. 5) .
Shipments also included high numbers of paintings of secular themes. The diagram in figure 3 above indicates large numbers of pleasantries, battle and hunt scenes, and fruit and flower pieces destined for the Peninsular and American markets. For the 31 Kata, ' "With the most diligence possible" ', p. 389. most part, these correspond to large-scale shipments of Mechelen waterverf paintings. When Justo settled in Cadiz, he wrote to his father in 1672 that devotional scenes in landscapes, and decorative paintings ornamented with flower garlands sold well.
32
These linen paintings sold in Spain at 3 guilders each, and Justo consigned them to travelling merchants to the Americas adding a premium of 20 per cent outside the taxes collected by the customs office in Seville. Here volume was important, as margins for Forchondt were low because he bought them from Mechelen workshops at 1.8 to 2 guilders apiece. These paintings have not survived due to their material fragility, and the existing archival documentation is our only source about the demand for this type of paintings. The popularity among Andean painters of flower garlands to frame their compositions provides further testimony of the rising appeal of decorative imagery from the Southern Netherlands. These flower garlands invented by Jan Brueghel crossed the Atlantic and spread through prints as well as the paintings Forchondt commissioned to artists like Jan van Kessel (1626-1679).
33
Local workshops in Mexico and Peru were quick in reacting to the popularity of identifiable painting themes and visual traits originating in Flemish painting. Two circumstances help illustrate this point further.
34 First, in 1649, painters in Lima raised a complaint against Diego Calderón, a local entrepreneur who contracted painters and supplied them with European paintings, particularly landscapes, still lifes and cityscapes presumably of Flemish origin that he borrowed from private homes.
35 Calderón and the painters he employed used these paintings to produce low-cost reproductions that local buyers hungrily acquired, in a way that brings to mind the practice by Antwerp dealers to treat original paintings as 'principals' and 32 saa, Insolvente Boedelkamer, ib1065, letters of Guilliam Forchondt to Justo in Cadiz, 12 and 26 July 1672. 33 Van Ginhoven, 'Exports of Flemish imagery to the New World' (n. 23), p. 128, 135. 34 I explore these issues in my doctoral dissertation, mentioned in note 6. Both circumstances involve complaints, discussions among local painters about the production sale of paintings, and attempts (failed and successful) to reinstate or reform the painters' guild regulations. reproductions as 'interest'. 36 The ten master painters and journeymen who testified against Calderón stated that as clergyperson (Presbyter) and not a master painter he had no right to produce or sell paintings. They also complained about the competition his activities created for them, quoting the high prices he charged for mere copies. But mostly they resented that he had access to 'the best originals in the city' by making their owners believe he borrowed them for his own use and appreciation. This complaint led thirty-seven painters in Lima to sign before a notary a request for the establishment of a painters' guild.
37 However, their efforts never materialized: the guild was not established, and by 1657 Calderón was still actively producing paintings.
38 Even though I have no evidence that Forchondt dealt with entrepreneurs such as Calderón directly, the complaint indicates that imported works, particularly Flemish, were highly desired in the market and that local painters felt the competition. Information about this excessive demand relative to local supply must have travelled back to Forchondt since his exports of paintings to Seville, from where they sailed to the American markets, increased dramatically during the 1660s and 1670s.
Second, artistic developments in seventeenth-century Mexico show that the technique of painting on copper support travelled from Europe to New Spain through the paintings Forchondt and other dealers exported. Presumably the influx of Flemish (and also Italian) paintings on copper led painters in Mexico to try this technique early in the century (fig. 6) . The introduction of painting on copper into the masters' exam as part of the new painters' guild regulations of 1686 established the full incorporation of this technique into late seventeenth-and eighteenth-century Mexican painting.
39
Moreover, this new ordinance coupled with a prohibition to sell works that were not produced locally by official masters. Specifically, these new regulations prescribed that deans and the guild's overseers could at any time search local workshops to check that painters sold only works by their own hand. Since, also by ordinance, all official master 36 According to Emilio Harth-Terré, Calderón employed four painters and one carpenter to make frames; E. Harth-Terré and A. Márquez Abanto, 'Pintura y pintores en Lima virreinal', in: Revista del Archivo Nacional (Lima), 27 (1963), p. 175, quoted in Siracusano, 'Para copiar las "buenas pinturas" ', p. 139. Harth-Terré, p. 137, also argues that towards the first third of the seventeenth century the painting environment was that of a quasi-industrialized production, of repetitive themes and copies, by interlopers, amateurs, and commercially inclined image-makers. For paintings as 'principals' and 'interest', see De Marchi and Van Miegroet, 'Exploring markets for Netherlandish paintings' (n. 13). 37 They signed the petition on February 25, 1649. Harth-Terré, 'Pintura y pintores en Lima virreinal', p. 143-147. 38 In Lima, attempts to reinstate and enforce guild regulations never succeeded. The reason official painters could not enforce their request (in contrast to painters in Cusco, who were a more powerful group and successful in this respect) has yet to be fully explained. 39 The masters' exam included the preparation of canvas, laminas (copper plates) and panels, and everything that pertained drawing and the depiction of figures and their clothing, including architectural elements, landscapes, animals, and fruit and flower elements, as decorum dictated. painters were to sign their paintings, only signed works could be sold in workshops.
40
Therefore, it was through the signature that local workshops sought to protect themselves from the competition of outsiders, which also included imported works. I propose that only a continuous influx of European paintings on copper into New Spain that threatened the sustainability of local workshops can fully explain these new regulations.
The role of the Dutch Republic in Forchondt's art trade with the Iberian Peninsula and Latin America
Fundamental to Forchondt's success in the secondary market segment was his access to financial resources and an efficient shipping network for his exports to the Iberian Peninsula and the Americas. 
43
Given the relatively small sizes of the local art markets in Middelburg and Rotterdam, and the fact that studies of Amsterdam household inventories have shown locally-produced paintings dominated the market, the authors propose that other factors beyond the local demand for paintings from the Southern Netherlands help explain the observed distribution of paintings across years and Dutch destinations. Vermeylen and Rasterhoff propose that a considerable percentage of painting imports were intended for transit to other parts in Europe. My findings from the Forchondt case provide evidence for transhipments to the Iberian Peninsula, and demonstrate that the Southern and Northern Netherlands together provided an infrastructure that integrated the production, distribution and financial aspects of this dealer's long-distance art trade venture. Figure 7 maps the main trade routes Forchondt used for his shipments of paintings from Antwerp to foreign markets (diagram a) ( fig. 7) . 44 When intermediate ports are known, these are included as nodes between origin and destination cities. The thickness of the edges or lines that connect two locations represent the volume of paintings sent through that particular route. him. He arranged for their transport to the Peninsula via Rotterdam. 51 In addition, Forchondt traded with merchants in Amsterdam active in the commodities trade. Such was Joachim Boncius, who purchased 156 waterverf paintings in 1652, undoubtedly for resale. 52 The purchase was not satisfactory to Boncius and he refused to pay. To collect his payment, Forchondt enlisted the help of Francisco Ballinque and of Francisco Boureye, apparently just arrived in Amsterdam. 53 Boureye would later be sent to Seville under the employment of another merchant, Jan Bollaert, who headed an important commercial operation between Antwerp and the Iberian Peninsula geared towards the American markets, and was Forchondt's main buyer of paintings in Seville.
54
The relationship with Forchondt and commercial intermediaries stationed in the Dutch Republic illustrate another aspect that connected Antwerp, Amsterdam, the Iberian Peninsula and the Americas. American products arrived in Amsterdam, from where Dutch merchants distributed them throughout Europe, including Antwerp. As already mentioned, Nacquens & Cia from Middelburg arranged Forchondt's shipments to Lisbon and to the south of Spain, for instance the paintings shipped to Cadiz to the transatlantic traveling merchant Antonio Rodriguez Cortes, who in turn sent them to his business contacts in New Spain in 1672. 55 They also arranged for the return cargoes to Amsterdam of American cochineal (the prized animal red dye from Mexico and Central America), tobacco and cacao -all of which Rodriguez Cortés brought back from the Indies in very large quantities -and sugar that Joan Maria Pollet sent from Lisbon.
56
Amsterdam's role in trading in New World products also meant that it was a centre of finance. 57 The correspondence between Isaac de Bie in Amsterdam and Forchondt in Antwerp illustrates that Forchondt relied on trustworthy agents to make and collect payments, and to acquire raw materials to his best advantage. De Bie arranged shipments of tortoise shell to Forchondt, necessary for the luxurious cabinets he produced in his workshop, and advised him on the current prices of indigo and cochineal, all New World products. De Bie also served as financial intermediary between the above-mentioned Joan Maria Pollet and Forchondt, and negotiated Forchondt's bills of exchange in the Amsterdam Exchange, in one occasion reporting a satisfactory business with Lucas Schoren, 'een principaal coopman hier van de beurs'.
58 Consequently, trading in artworks was inextricably linked to the larger commercial activity concentrated in global financial and information centres such as Amsterdam in the seventeenth century.
Final remarks
Forchondt's preserved archival documents in Antwerp are unique sources that allow for reconstructing, as much as possible, the activities of an art dealer operating on an international level and on a large scale. Studying and analysing his business documentation in the aggregate helps us expand our knowledge of the role art dealers played in the city's artistic landscape, in particular their relationship to local painting workshops. Forchondt sold close to 13,000 paintings throughout his 35 years of activity, fuelling the production of paintings on copper and watercolour paintings on linen (waterverfen) in Antwerp and Mechelen. Forchondt's written and visual sources also reveal artistic and commercial relationships that stretched to other cities in the Dutch Republic, France, Central Europe, Spain and Latin America, and their relevance for painting production in Antwerp and Mechelen. The impact of the paintings exported outside the Southern Netherlands is to be gauged not only by the volumes identified, but also because it was a production that responded very precisely to what buyers wanted. In other words, Forchondt received very detailed information about what sold where, and that was key information at the stages of design and production of imagery in Antwerp and Mechelen. His knowledge about buyers and their preferences assured a future market for an on-going painting production. I have outlined the types of paintings exported to the different markets across Europe, focusing on Spain and the Americas. This led me to identify some developments across art markets interconnected through the mediating role of art dealers. Forchondt's participation in and contribution to the wide dissemination of imagery from the Southern Netherlands in the Iberian Peninsula and the Americas relied on his commercial and information network. In this, the Northern Netherlands provided the necessary shipping and financial infrastructure that assured the longevity of Forchondt's art trade with the Spanish-speaking world.
